Abstract. In this paper we show that the regulator defined by Goncharov in [Gon05] from higher algebraic Chow groups to Deligne-Beilinson cohomology agrees with Beilinson's regulator. We give a direct comparison of Goncharov's regulator to the construction given by Burgos and Feliu in [BF09] . As a consequence, we show that the higher arithmetic Chow groups defined by Goncharov agree, for all projective arithmetic varieties over an arithmetic field, with the ones defined by Burgos and Feliu.
Introduction
Let X be an arithmetic variety over a field, i.e. a regular scheme which is flat and quasi-projective over an arithmetic field. Assuming that X is projective, Goncharov introduced in [Gon05] the higher arithmetic Chow groups of X, CH p (X, n), which fit in a long exact sequence of the form
Here, CH p (X) denote the arithmetic Chow groups defined by Gillet and Soulé in [GS90] , (X, p). Goncharov's definition left open the question whether the composition of the isomorphism K n (X) Q ∼ = p≥0 CH p (X, n) Q given in [Blo86] with the morphism induced by P agrees with Beilinson's regulator. In addition, the possibility of defining pull-back morphisms and a product structure on p,n CH p (X, n) was also left open.
Later, in [BF09] , Burgos and Feliu introduced a new definition of the higher arithmetic Chow groups, suitable for quasi-projective arithmetic varieties over a field. The main difference with Goncharov's construction was the use of the Deligne complex of differential forms with logarithmic singularities instead of the Deligne complex of currents. This enabled one to have well-defined pull-backs and a product structure on p,n CH p (X, n). The new definition was as well based on the definition of a regulator, which was shown to induce Beilinson's regulator in K-theory.
In loc. cit., it was left a comparison of the two definitions of higher arithmetic Chow groups. In this paper, we show that both definitions agree in the case of proper arithmetic varieties over an arithmetic field. This is shown by a direct comparison of Goncharov's regulator and the one introduced by Burgos and Feliu in [BF09] .
The paper is organized as follows. The first four sections contain the required preliminaries. The first section contains the notation that will be used in the sequel. Section 2 and 3 cover the necessary background on Deligne-Beilinson cohomology and Bloch higher algebraic Chow groups respectively. In section 4 we review the construction of the regulator given by Burgos and Feliu. From section 5 to section 7, we find the core of this work. In section 5 we introduce the differential forms T m and a few properties are shown. A comparison of Wang's forms and the differential forms given by Goncharov in his construction of the regulator is performed. In section 6, the comparison of regulators is done and finally, in section 7 we prove that the higher arithmetic Chow groups given by Goncharov and the ones given by Burgos and Feliu agree.
1. Notation 1.1. Notation on (co)chain complexes. We use the standard conventions on (co)chain complexes. By a (co)chain complex we mean a (co)chain complex over the category of abelian groups. The cochain complex associated to a chain complex A * is simply denoted by A * and the chain complex associated to a cochain complex A * is denoted by A * .
The translation of a cochain complex
The simple complex associated to an iterated chain complex A * is denoted by s(A) * and the analogous notation is used for the simple complex associated to an iterated cochain complex (see [BKK07] , §2 for definitions). The simple of a cochain map
Note that this complex is the cone of −f shifted by 1. There is an associated long exact sequence
Equivalent results can be stated for chain complexes. Following Deligne [Del71] , given a cochain complex A * and an integer n, we denote by τ ≤n A * , τ ≥n A * the canonical truncations of A * at degree n.
1.2.
Cubical abelian groups and chain complexes. Let C · = {C n } n≥0 be a cubical abelian group. We denote the face maps by δ j i : C n → C n−1 , for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 0, 1, and the degeneracy maps by σ i : C n → C n+1 , for i = 1, . . . , n + 1. Let D n ⊂ C n be the subgroup of degenerate elements of C n , By C * we denote the associated chain complex, that is, the chain complex whose n-th graded piece is C n and whose differential is given by δ = n i=1 j=0,1 (−1) i+j δ j i . We fix the normalized chain complex associated to C · , N C * , to be the chain complex whose n-th graded group is N C n := n i=1 ker δ 1 i , and whose differential is δ = n i=1 (−1) i δ 0 i . It is well-known that there is a decomposition of chain complexes C * ∼ = N C * ⊕ D * giving an isomorphism of chain complexes N C * ∼ = C * /D * .
Deligne-Beilinson cohomology
In this paper we use the definitions and conventions on Deligne-Beilinson cohomology given in [Bur97] Let X be a complex algebraic manifold. Let E n R (X) (resp. E n R,c (X)) be the space of real smooth differential forms (resp. differential forms with compact support) of degree n on X, and let ′ E n R (X) be the space of real currents on X of degree n, that is, the topological dual of E −n R,c (X). One denotes R(p) = (2πi) p · R ⊂ C. Accordingly, we write
2.1. Deligne complex of differential forms. Let (E * log,R (X), d) be the complex of real differential forms with logarithmic singularities along infinity [Bur94a] and let E * log,R (X)(p) denote the vector space of real differential forms with logarithmic singularities along infinity, twisted by p. Since the complex (E * log,R (X), d) is a Dolbeault complex (see [BKK07] , §5.2) we can consider the Deligne complex of differential forms with logarithmic singularities (D
This product is graded commutative and satisfies the Leibniz rule, but it is only associative up to homotopy. If X is compact, then we simply denote by D * (X, p) the Deligne complex of differential forms on X.
2.2. Currents. Assume that X is compact and equidimensional of dimension d. The complex D * R (X) has also a structure of Dolbeault complex, and hence, there is an associated Deligne complex denoted by
. The current associated to every differential form gives a quasi-isomorphism of Deligne complexes
where [α] is the current
Therefore, the cohomology groups of D * D (X, p) are isomorphic to the Deligne-Beilinson cohomology groups of X:
Recall that we are using the conventions of [BKK07] concerning the twisting and the real structures. In particular, if Y is a subvariety of codimension p then the current integration along Y , denoted δ Y is given by 
Bloch Higher Chow groups
We recall here the definition of higher algebraic Chow groups given by Bloch in [Blo86] . Initially, they were defined using the chain complex associated to a simplicial abelian group. An alternative definition can be given using a cubical presentation, as developed by Levine in [Lev94] . Both constructions are analogous, however, the cubical setting is more suitable to define products. These two settings are recalled here.
Let k be a field and P n the projective space of dimension n over k. Fix X to be an equidimensional quasi-projective algebraic scheme of dimension d over the field k.
3.1. The simplicial Bloch complex. We recall first the definition of the higher Chow groups using a simplicial setting as given by Bloch in [Blo86] . We fix homogeneous coordinates z 0 , . . . , z n of P n and put ∆ n = P n \ H n , where H n is the hyperplane defined by z 0 + · · · + z n = 0. The collection {∆ n } n≥0 has a cosimplicial scheme structure, with coface maps denoted by ∂ i . The faces of ∆ n are closed subschemes which arise as the image of compositions of coface maps. A face of X × ∆ n is a closed subscheme of the form X × F , for F a face of ∆ n .
We denote by Z p s (X, n) the free abelian group generated by the codimension p closed irreducible subvarieties of X × ∆ n , which intersect properly all the faces of X × ∆ n .
Then, intersection with the face
is a chain complex of abelian groups. The higher algebraic Chow groups of X are the homology groups of this complex:
To emphasize explicitly that this higher algebraic Chow groups are given using the simplicial setting, we will write
3.2. The cubical Bloch complex. Consider P 1 the projective line over k and let = P 1 \ {1} ∼ = A 1 . The collection { n = × n . . . × } n≥0 has a cocubical scheme structure, with coface maps denoted by δ i 0 , δ i 1 and codegeneracy maps denoted by σ i . Specifically, for i = 1, . . . , n, the coface and codegeneracy maps are defined as
Note that the cofaces are closed immersions and the codegeneracies are flat maps. An r-dimensional face of n is any closed subscheme of the form δ
Let Z p c (X, n) be the free abelian group generated by the codimension p closed irreducible subvarieties of X × n , which intersect properly all the faces of X × n . The pull-back by the coface and codegeneracy maps of · endow Z p c (X, ·) with a cubical abelian group structure. Let (Z p c (X, * ), δ) be the associated chain complex and consider the normalized chain complex associated to
Denote the homology groups of this complex by
The subscript c refers to the use of the cubical setting. The higher Chow groups defined by Bloch are isomorphic to CH
Burgos-Feliu construction of the Beilinson regulator
We review here briefly the construction of the Beilinson regulator given by Burgos and Feliu in [BF09] .
Let X be a complex algebraic variety and let be as in §3.2. For simplicity we will assume that X is proper although in [BF09] the construction is also done for open varieties. Consider the smooth compactifications of X × n given by X × (P 1 ) n . We denote D n = X ×(P 1 ) n \X × n , which is a normal crossing divisor. Let E * X×(P 1 ) n (log D n ) be the complex of differential forms with logarithmic singularities along D [Bur94a] .
In this paper we will denote
and we will call it the complex of differential forms on X × n with logarithmic singularities along infinity. Then, the Deligne complex associated to E * log (X × n ), denoted D * log (X × n , p), computes the Deligne-Beilinson cohomology of X × n , which, by homotopy invariance, agrees with the Deligne-Beilinson cohomology of X.
Remark 4.1. The Deligne complex of differential forms on X × n with logarithmic singularities along infinity is usually defined by taking the limit over all compactifications of X × n . In this work, however, since X is proper, we have a natural compactification of X × n . The two different cochain complexes obtained, using the limit or with a fixed compactification, are quasi-isomorphic.
The description of the regulator uses some intermediate complexes that we describe in the following.
be the Deligne complex of differential forms in X × n , with logarithmic singularities at infinity, truncated at degree 2p:
The structural maps of the cocubical scheme · induce a cubical structure on τ D r log (X × * , p) for every r and p. Consider the 2-iterated cochain complex given by
A (X, p)) be the simple complex associated to the 2-iterated complex D * , *
n,X be the set of all codimension p closed subvarieties of X × n intersecting properly the faces of X × n . When there is no source of confusion, we simply write Z p n or even Z p . Write
where here logarithmic singularities at infinity are defined by taking the limit over all possible compactifications.
be the Deligne complex with supports
The cohomology groups of this complex are denoted by
with faces and degeneracies induced by those of · . Let H p (X, * ) 0 be the associated normalized complex. (1) The natural morphism of complexes
There is an isomorphism of chain complexes
sending every algebraic cycle z to its class cl(z). (3) For every p ≥ 0, the morphism
defines a quasi-isomorphism of chain complexes.
Proof. See [BF09] , Corollary 2.9, Lemma 2.11 and Proposition 2.13.
Definition of the regulator.
Consider the map of iterated cochain complexes defined by the projection onto the first factor
It induces a chain morphism
The morphism induced by ρ in homology, together with the isomorphisms of Proposition 4.3 induce a morphism
By abuse of notation, all these morphisms are denoted by ρ.
Observe that in the derived category of chain complexes, the morphism ρ is given by the composition
The following result follows directly from the definitions. 
Then, the morphism ρ ′ agrees with the Beilinson regulator.
We consider now the diagram of chain complexes
We denote
There is a quasi-isomorphism
by means of this quasi-isomorphism. Then Beilinson's regulator for higher Chow groups is given by the morphism, also denoted ρ,
5. Goncharov's forms and Wang's forms 5.1. The differential form T m . Let A * be a Dolbeault algebra and let D * (A, * ) be the associated Deligne algebra as given in [BKK07] . Let u 1 , . . . , u m ∈ D 1 (A, 1). Following [Wan92] , for i = 1, . . . , m, we write
We will also write T 0 = 1. The forms T m (u 1 , . . . , u m ) will be called Wang's forms.
(3) There is a recursive formula
Proof. It is clear that 2 implies 1 and, by the Leibniz rule, also 3. Nevertheless we will prove first 3 and use it to prove 2. For this we will follow [Tak05] §5.2, but note that our S i m is (−2) m times the form denoted S i m there. Given elements u 1 , . . . , u n ∈ D 1 (A, 1)(= A 0 R (0)), we will denote by (u 1 , . . . , u n ) (i) the piece of bidegree (i, n − i) of
It is proved in [Tak05] , Lemma 5.3 that
Then, using the definition of the differential in the Deligne complex,
In order to prove 2, write temporarily
Then, it is easy to show by induction that the forms C m are a linear combination of monomials of the form u σ(1) ∂u σ(2) ∧ · · · ∧ ∂u σ(i) ∧∂u σ(i+1) ∧ · · · ∧∂u σ(m) , for suitable integers i and permutations σ. Since they are invariant under the action of the symmetric group they are a linear combination of the forms S i m . Say
By the Leibniz rule the forms C m satisfy the relation (5.4). In particular, d D C m does not contain any term of the form (u 1 , . . . , u m ) (i) . By (5.5) and (5.6) this implies that α i,m = −α i−1,m . Thus, we have to show that α 1,m = −1/(2m!). Given a differential form ω of degree n, we will denoteF
Since On the other hand, since for a ∈ D p (A, p) and b ∈ D q (A, q), it holds
Therefore α 1,m = −1/(2m!), which concludes the proof of the proposition. 
+ 2
For m = 1, the following equation holds
.
Let now X be a proper complex algebraic manifold, Y a closed integral subvariety of X of codimension p, ι : Y −→ X a resolution of singularities of Y and
This is a Green form on Y for the cycle div f . More precisely
and (5.10)
This is a differential form on Y , and has logarithmic singularities along div(f 1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ div(f m ). It is always locally integrable because, when div(f 1 ), · · · , div(f m ) have common components, the graded-commutativity of the product • assures us that the possible non locally integrable terms cancel each other. Note that, although now the definitions of S i m and T m are overloaded, there is no possible confusion. In definitions (5.1) and (5.2) the arguments are elements of a Deligne algebra. By contrast, in definitions (5.9) and (5.10) the arguments are rational functions.
We will denote the current on X associated to T m by
This current belongs to D 
By Lemma 5.14 we have
Note that
This follows from the equation
Lemma 5.14. For every pair of integers 0 ≤ q ≤ p, we have
Proof. We denote the left hand side of the equation above by A(q, p). The statement will be shown by induction on q. When q = 0,
we obtain that (taking x = 1)
A(0, p) = 2 p (p + 1)! as desired. Let us assume that the statement is true for q − 1 and let us now differentiate q times equation (5.15).
On the other side, writing B =
, we have
where we decomposed the sums using 2j + 1 = q + 2j − q + 1. Putting x = 1 and joining the two sides of equation (5.15), we obtain
Hence, using the induction hypothesis, we have
5.3. Relation of currents. The assignment defined by T m can be seen as a morphism of abelian groups
whereas the assignment defined by [T m ] gives a morphism of abelian groups
We are now interested in differentiating the current [T m ]. Assume Y is normal and Z ⊂ Y is a closed integral subscheme of codimension one. Then we can define the residue map
by means of the valuation of C(Y ) with respect to Z. For an arbitrary closed integral subscheme Y of X, we define the current (
where Y is the normalization of Y , Y (1) is the set of irreducible closed subvarieties of codimension one on Y and ι Z : Z −→ X is the composition of a resolution of singularities of Z with the natural map to X.
Then the differential of T m (f 1 , . . . , f m ) is described as follows ([Gon05], Proposition 2.8):
Proposition 5.16. Let f 1 , . . . , f m ∈ C(Y ). Then, as differential forms on Y with logarithmic singularities, we have
As currents on X we have, for m > 1,
Proof. This is proved in [Gon05] §2. Equations (5.17) and (5.18) follow directly from Propositions 5.3 and 5.7, using that ∂∂ log ff = 0 for any holomorphic function f . When div f 1 ∪ · · · ∪ div f m is a normal crossing divisor, and these divisors do not have any common components, then equations (5.19) and (5.21) follow from the same propositions using (5.8). The general case can be reduced to this one by using resolution of singularities.
There are two main examples of the construction of this section that we are interest in. The first one is the original definition of Wang's forms, that are tailored to the cubical setting.
Let C * = P 1 \ {0, ∞}. If (x i : y i ) are projective coordinates on the i-th projective line in (P 1 ) m , let f i = y i /x i be the rational function on (P 1 ) m . Then, Wang's forms defined in [Wan92] (see also [BW98] ) are given by
In particular
the associated current, which we call Wang's current. In this case Proposition 5.16 leads Theorem 5.23. For every m ≥ 1, Wang's currents satisfy the relation
where the maps δ i j are the structural maps of the cubical structure of (P 1 ) m .
Proof. For i = 1, . . . , m and j = 0, 1, let D i j be the divisor image of the structural map δ i j . Then the only non zero residues of
Therefore, the result follows directly from Proposition 5.16.
Wang's forms have another property that will be useful when establishing the convergence of certain integrals. To simplify the notation we will use the same symbol for these morphisms. In each case it will be clear which one is used. Let z 0 , . . . , z m be projective coordinates of ∆ m = P m \ H m . For a closed integral subscheme Z ⊂ X × ∆ m of codimension p which intersects properly with each face of X × ∆ m , let Z be the Zariski closure of Z on X × P m and let ι : Z −→ X × P m be the composition of a resolution of singularities of Z with the inclusion of Z in X × P m . We define the current
where δ Z is the current integration along Z. Let
be defined by P s (Z) = P p s (m)(Z) if Z is as above, and extended to cycles z ∈ Z p s (X, * ) by linearity. Observe that if m = 0, P s (z) = δ z is a closed current and therefore it belongs to the truncated complex. Remember that we are including the twist in the definition of the current associated to a differential form and the definition of the current associated to an algebraic cycle.
Theorem 5.26 implies that d D (P p (m)(z)) = P p (m−1)(∂z) (see also [Gon05] , Theorem 2.12). Hence, we have the following result.
Lemma 6.1. The morphism P s is a chain morphism.
Goncharov has presented the following conjecture:
Conjecture 6.2. Let X be an equidimensional compact complex algebraic manifold. The composition
agrees with Beilinson's regulator.
6.2. Cubical construction. We introduce here the cubical version of Goncharov's regulator using Wang's forms.
Let π X : X × m → X be here the projection onto the first factor. Let (x i : y i ) be homogeneous coordinates on the i-th factor of (P 1 ) m . For a closed integral subscheme Z ⊂ X × m of codimension p which intersects properly with each face of X × m , let Z be the Zariski closure of Z on X × (P 1 ) m and let ι : Z −→ X × (P 1 ) m be the composition of a resolution of singularities of Z with the inclusion of Z in X × (P 1 ) m . We define the current
This gives a map
, if Z is as above, and extended to cycles z ∈ Z p c (X, * ) 0 by linearity.
Lemma 6.4. The morphism P c is a chain morphism.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.23.
We denote also by
the induced morphism.
6.3. Comparison of P c and ρ. We will now compare the map P c with Beilinson's regulator.
Theorem 6.5.
(1) Given any differential form α ∈ D r,−m A (X, p), the form α • W m is locally integrable as a singular form on X × (P 1 ) m . Hence it defines a current
(3) If we identify τ D * (X, p) with a subcomplex of τ D * D (X, p) via the morphism (2.2), then the image of ϕ is contained in τ D * (X, p). By abuse of notation we will also denote by ϕ the induced morphism
(4) The morphism ϕ is a quasi-inverse of the quasi-isomorphism given in Proposition 4.3, 1.
Proof. Statements 1 and 3 follow easily from Proposition 5.24 and the definition of D * A (X, p) 0 , by using the techniques of [Bur94b] §3. We next prove that ϕ is a morphism of complexes. Let α ∈ D r,−m A (X, p). Then
For statement 4, if we denote by ψ the quasi-isomorphism of Proposition 4.3, 1, then, by definition, the composition ϕ • ψ is the identity.
Since we have defined D * A,Z p (X, p) 0 using truncated complexes, the pair (ω, g) is closed. Moreover, by the purity property of Deligne cohomology, there exists a cycle z ∈ Z p (X, m) 0 ⊗ R such that [(ω, g)] = cl(z). Let δ z be the associated current. Since the set where g is singular has codimension p, [Bur94b] Corollary 3.8 implies that g is locally integrable on X × m . Then, ω and g determine currents on the Deligne complex
where D X×(P 1 ) m /D m is the sheaf of currents defined, for instance in [BKK07] after Definition 5.43. Moreover, by adapting the proof of [Bur94b] Theorem 4.4, to the above complex, one can prove that they satisfy the equation of currents
Using again the techniques of the proof of [Bur94b] Theorem 4.4 one obtains
A,Z p (X, p) 0 , with r < 2p. Again, since the set where g is singular has codimension p, [Bur94b] Corollary 3.8 implies that g is locally integrable on X × m . Then, ω and g determine currents on the Deligne complex
Moreover they satisfy the equations of currents
and we have Proposition 6.9. Let (ω, g) ∈ D r,−m A,Z p (X, p) 0 , with r < 2p. Then, the differential form g • W m is locally integrable as a form on X × (P 1 ) m . Moreover,
A,H (X, p) 0 be the complex (4.8). Then the central result of this subsection is the following. The fact that the diagram is commutative follows directly from the definition of the maps involved.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.10 we have 6.4. Proof of the conjecture. At this point, we have seen that the cubical version of Goncharov's construction agrees with the regulator defined by Burgos-Feliu. In this section we prove the Goncharov's conjecture 6.2, by showing that the cubical and the simplicial constructions agree. This will be done through an intermediate complex consisting of both simplicial and cubical affine schemes. Let X be an equidimensional quasi-projective algebraic scheme of dimension d over the field k. By a face of X × n × ∆ m we understand any subset of the form X × F × G, where F is a face of n and G is a face of ∆ m .
Higher arithmetic Chow groups
In this last section, we use the comparison of regulators performed in the previous sections to show that the higher arithmetic Chow groups given by Goncharov agree with the ones given by Burgos and Feliu, for all proper arithmetic varieties.
Following [GS90] , by an arithmetic variety X over a ring A we mean a regular scheme X which is flat and quasi-projective over an arithmetic ring A.
Assume that X is a smooth proper variety defined over an arithmetic field F . Then we obtain the associated real variety X R = (X C , F ∞ ), that is, a projective complex algebraic manifold X C equipped with an anti-holomorphic involution F ∞ . We write
Then we have the regulator map for X:
Let ZD 2p (X, p) be the space of cycles of degree 2p in the Deligne complex of smooth differential forms on X, considered as a chain complex concentrated in degree zero.
• (Product): There exists a product on CH * G (X, * ) := p≥0,n≥0
which is associative, graded commutative with respect to the degree n.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 7.4 together with the results in [BF09] , where these properties are shown for CH p BF (X, n) .
